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About This Game

SHOW MUST GO ON is an easy to play rhythm VR game that will give you a lot of fun!

Jump onto the stage and make your music show.
Wake up the dancers and let them feel the rhythm with you.

Fill the stage with colors and light effects.
All you need to do is to feel the beat.
Hit the drums in time with the music.

Collect consecutive bubbles connected with stars.
Puncture the bubbles.

Do it perfectly and the next dancers will start to dance and the point multiplier will increase.
If you like energetic music, rhythm and drums SHOW MUST GO ON is for you!

  HOW TO PLAY ?
There are four types of instruments in SHOW MUST GO ON:

  DRUMS
You need to hit the drum in the exact moment the marker passes through the hoop.

  BUBBLES
Puncture the bubbles in the exact moment the whole bubble fills with color.

  SOUND TRACKERS
Grab the bubbles in the exact moment the whole bubble fills with the color.

Collect blue bubbles using the blue wand.
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Collect yellow bubbles using the yellow wand.
Also collect the stars. They will give you additional points.

  XYLOPHONE
Hit the key with a stick when the bubble reaches the key and its inside will fill with color.

Blue and green are for upper keys, red and orange are for lower ones.

LIST OF 36 TRACKS
A Beautiful Life [easy]

All Night Rock [very hard]
Evolution [hard]

Himalaya [normal]
Just Feel The Beat [easy]

Legacy [hard]
Lets Rock And Dance [very hard]

Life Is Beautiful [normal]
Accordion [hard]

Brass Ska [very hard]
Polka [normal]

Reggae Ska [easy]
Brazil Samba [very hard]
Electro Swing [normal]

Positive Dubstep [very hard]
Alternative Rock [very easy]

Beat [very easy]
Hard Rock Upbeat [easy]

Hip Hop Dubstep [very easy]
Rocking Country Blues [very easy]

This Is Positive [easy]
Swedish Clubbing [hard]

Swing It [hard]
Orchestra Dubstep [normal]

Funky Dance Pop [hard]
Happy Summer [normal]

Energetic Rock [very hard]
Dance [normal]

Moombahton [normal]
Tropical Summer [normal]

Dubstep [very hard]
Epic Dubstep [very hard]

Emotional Dubstep [very hard]
Office [very hard]

Balkan Ska [very hard]
Balkan Party [very hard]

You can choose what you like
SKA,

LATINO,
ROCK,
POP,

ELECTRO,
SWING,
SAMBA

DUBSTEP
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POINTS
You will get:

  10 points - PERFECT
  5 points - GREAT

  3 points - OK

MULTIPLIERS
There are numbers over the heads of the dancers. These are multiplier points.

When you wake up more and more dancers, the multiplier will start to increase your score according to its number.

ADDITIONAL POINTS
Also collect the stars connecting the bubbles in sound trackers. They will give you some extra points.

You will also receive an extra 250 points when you collect four or more perfects in a row (separately for the right and left hand).
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Title: Show Must Go On
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
NiVision
Publisher:
NiVision
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2300 MB available space

English
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Pros:
- Stunning atmosphere
- Exceedingly difficult puzzles
- Fluid Movement
- touching story

Cons:
- Where's the second episode?. It's alright for what it is. I'd recommend based on a low price and a decent new spin on a time
based survival game.

It can get pretty difficult and getting used to the auto craft system is rather annoying but having said that, the auto craft allows
for a degree of pace to the game that I figure the developers were going for.
It's pretty simplistic with the crafting and the goal to escape the island is pretty clear, they've even tried to add story elements
which is pretty good considering it's in early access.
There is a lot of potential here, much like minecraft in it's early stages to be fair.

If you were interested I have recorded the intro and turtorial as well a the first day (after I learn't to play it!) As I find videos are
quite helpful in helping me decide to buy games etc.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/HgcWrLMYBAU
As well as a full playthrough with the ending on the same channel.

The game itself is pretty short, but with generated terrain every time you play is something a bit different. The turtorial isn't
much to go off of and you are left learning on the fly which, again, adds to the degree of pace of the game.

I'll defo be checking up on it's progress as it updates and keen to see what it becomes.

5\/7. A need to have VR Game runs great even on my bad PC I have a 960 GTX and it works fantastic. i dont have vr. Played it
a long time ago, and it had promise. I'm not prepared to say it's been abandoned, but the dev obviously isn't making it a priority.
Don't pee your money away on it until it gets updated regularly, if/when that ever happens again.. A seriously fun game with an
interesting overall story to keep you intrigued.

The main thing going for this game is the fact that you can communicate with AI that understand what you say, and interact with
the environment depending on what you tell them.

Although the voice recognition has a hard time understanding you sometimes at the beginning (Most of the time it's great), your
system will adapt to your voice and learn the way you talk. You have a chance to correct what you said through typing before
commanding a robot anyway.

Solving puzzles becomes even more rewarding when you start to uncover stories behind characters through Robot Visual
Memories. Sometimes you can ask robots to show you a recorded video of something that happened in order to uncover certain
clues.

I love the music and art style too. The game really is fantastic in general and I would urge everyone to support this game either
through purchasing it, or just spreading the word as innovation like this deserves to be rewarded!. The free online city siege
games are minor works of art and well worth a play. This game takes the basic mechanics, rips out the enjoyable heart of the
game and gives you a tedious mess. I played it - hated it, then came back to it a few months later and in fairness, I still hate it.
The online versions are just better.. This game can be very interesting.
I like this style very much.
Let's see when they come out of early access.. This game is at heart a decent platformer with engaging puzzles and an interesting
narrative lick. The horror theme is quite heavy and does well to establish a genuinely unsettling atmosphere, but doesn't stoop to
jump-scares or similar tactics.

Overall an enjoyable title and one of the better choices if you're looking for a horror-themed platformer - it does it right. Check
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out my full first impressions here - https://youtu.be/xSXIOx7BWg4.
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Terrible Controls, Sneaking and going through a door is on one key, you can't sneak in front of a door (only one example of the
vast majority of reasons, why this game is almost unplayable). quot;Rusty Lake: Roots" is a delightfully twisted addition to the
Cube Escape/Rusty Lake series. Featuring a variety of puzzles of a range of difficulties (including a set of puzzles to solve after
the initial game is completed), this game follows the lives of the Vanderboom family, through courtships, births, rivalries, and
death. Incredibly creepy and not for the extremely squeamish. (I will never look at voodoo dolls the same way again... ditto for
"test tube babies.")

If you're already a fan of the series, you'll appreciate the various nods to previous installments; if you've never played any of the
games in the series, you won't miss out on much (and may even be interested in trying out the free previous installments). Either
way, this game is worth the low price and is sure to keep you entertained!. The Game stopped developing out sadly, somewhere
in my heart it felt empty somewhere in the game at some point.
If it has a rework and introduction 2016 it would be one of the Greater first person shooting MOBA styled games!
but sadly as it is now, it's not that great comparing to other games and there is a free version availible now.. I was seriously
disappointed by this game. I played Heart of the House many, many times, and absolutely loved it. The ability to name your
character, choose your sexuality, and mold your talents was something I'd never really experienced before, but fell in love with
regardless. Psy High has these features, but not to the extent I was expecting; that, however, was not my main quarrel with the
game. My main issue was the lack of character depth and development. Psy High, like Heart of the House, has romancable
characters that your character can enter into a relationship with. However, Psy High's characters don't even feel like they exist.
They're just descriptions of a person, as opposed to an actual character. Taylor\/Tyler is a perfect example. Early on, it's
revealed that your character has a major crush on Taylor\/Tyler, however, the only reason I could find for this crush existing was
the fact that your character found them beautiful\/gorgeous\/handsome. That's all well and good, I've no qualms with attractive
fictional characters, but there is more to a person than their looks. They have a personality. They have flaws. They have
interests. They have goals. They have paradigms and philosophies. Almost none of these are present in the romance options in
Psy High, at least for the straight male route that I played, that is. Sure, Alison is well described, and your character has known
them for a long time, but you still know next to nothing about her personality. Carla, is somewhat different though. Her
character and personality was decently described, but rather unlikeable, if you ask me. Come on, Choice of Games, I know
you're better than that. Heart of the House was absolutely enthralling. I spent way too much time on that game. But that's how
good it was. Psy High doesn't even come remotely close to Heart of the House's level of quality.

TL;DR: Characters feel one-dimensional and lifeless. Romance almost feels impossible. Not worth the $3.89. If you want a
good Choice of Games game, get Heart of the House.. If you enjoy puzzles, have a good sense of direction and don't mind a fair
bit of backtracking then you will probably enjoy this game. My biggest frustation has been running around trying to find that
one path I missed so I can continue on. This game would benefit greatly from a more detailed map as the one it has now only
shows the basic zones for outside. There is also very limited choice for your keyboard setup though I got used to it pretty
quickly.

There are plenty of secrets to find and puzzles to solve and despite my frustrations I still have fun playing though for my health I
don't think I'll try for 100% completion. At 16 hours so far, I still have a lot of game left to go.. love the m usic but the game is
hard and the ui not good. so nice game bro 10/10 join discord thanks
https://discord.gg/VCEBDwP. Well, I got a coupon for this game and bought it. But actually, this is a very addicting game and
more with the match three mode. The purpose of this arcade game is to shoot the incoming objects know as gememys. Each
time you shot, a barrair thar protects keeps goin forward if its set to survival mode. If the genemy hits your barrier, game over.
Sounds easy right? NOPE, unless you are really an expert on predecting movements and on what gememy to shoot since it
keeeps goin forward.
The match three mode throws that to the window and makes it slightly better, as the name says, it consits of shooting 3
gememys of the same color to avoid the barrier to keep goin forward. The thing with this mode is that it keeps the air flowing
since sometimes you might have 2 of the same color, lets say blue and the incoming ones are only reds and greens. So you need
to sacrifice 3 shoots just so you need to continue and prevent dying.
I might make it sound as a boring game, but trust me when you actually play the game. Its so much fun and very addictive.
By far one of the best games I have played on a computer.
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